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Why?

Three “human factors” of a 
successful project:

1. Share

2. Understand

3. Support



Keep it as it is, we’re fine!



Keep it as it is, we’re fine!

• If every satisfying solution should stay, 
we’d be still using horse carriages

• Data producers have to learn new tools

• Data users have to learn new interfaces
and data structure

• Standardization brings changes by
default



• Start with subject matters that are 

interested in publishing data on web 

= start on “will to work” basis

• Set priorities by several criteria

• Follow good practices to promote 
new solutions

• Identify problems

Look for benefits of the new system



Don’t just replace cars with buses



• Should everyone simply drive a bus
instead of a car?

• No IT solution can change a 
process by itself

• New tools support the new process, 
participants in the process accept
new roles

Don’t just replace cars with buses



What to do

1. Learn how the new process should run 

on one pilot area

2. Build up standards based on strategic

goals AND experiences

3. Never forget to think about necessary

changes in the process

4. If a decision prooves to be wrong, re-

think the process and related decisions



Usual mistakes

• Adjust new tools to meet old visual standards

– A4 paper vs. Internet page

– Texts vs. Structured information

– “Think paper”

• Repeat old process steps, even if unnecessary

– Designing tables in Excel manually

– Several steps of changing data format 

(txt � xls � html)



Transportation systems coexist



• In reality transportation modules are 
differentiated and integrated

• In theory an all-inclusive IT system
can exist, but in practice it is more 
reasonable to build it from smaller
building blocks, with a clear
strategy for integration

Transportation systems coexist



LEGO blocks

• When IT solutions are developed, they
should be as simple as possible

• Always respect long-term strategies

• Magic word: integrate or prepare for
integration

• Opposite: “Origami” solutions – nice to see, 
stand alone, but can’t work in an integrated
system



Let the grass grow, please



Let the grass grow, please

• Parking on the grass is wrong. 
Building new parking place there is 
a decision without strategic vision.

• Exceptions should be treated
carefully, not supported by rule.



Dealing with specifics

• Exceptions do exist. But not everything that
seems to be an exception really is one.

• Think twice before allowing exceptions.

• Hold to the simplicity rule

• Not important from the production point of
view, but also for the users (they practice
“learning by doing”).



Why not a taxi?



• Covering all transport by taxi takes
a lot of taxi drivers. If there is a lot 
of traffic, jams can’t be avoided.

• If there are enough resources, there
can be an expert dissemination
group that deals with dissemination
only. Experiences are versatile.

Why not a taxi?



Balancing the workload

• Statisticians / dissemination / IT

• Dissemination requires sound knowledge
of methodology

• In some cases (e.g. reference metadata) 
in is more convenient to manage things
centrally

• Strategic decisions and management
support are necessary



Lost



Lost

• In complex transport system our
sense of orientation isn’t enough –
we have to read the maps and
signs

• Capability of finding the data on the
website or in a database depends
on the ease of navigation and on 
integration



Website navigation

• Respect existing standards in 
website design

• Standardize menus and the “look
and feel” of each page

• Avoid dead-ends

• Enable several entry points (related
pages)

• Magic word: Simplification



… or … 

Shinkansen or a good old tram?



• It is not enough to buy the most 
modern train. Track have to be
adjusted to the high speed, 
schedules have to be redesigned,…

• Resources are needed to adjust to 
the new system

Shinkansen or a good old tram?



Our experiences

• Learn on good practices and working
solutions

• Test a solution on the first pilot area
(SORS: Population Census and
Argiculture Census, PC-Axis database)

• Migrate all content to the tested solution –
decision based on positive user response



• Certain people will never use public
transport.

• Do women really drive worse (or machine vs. 
cup holders)?

• Ski lifts under Triglav were luckily not built
(space is limited, so are resources)

• Connecting flights (SDMX)

• …

Comparisons can continue…



End.

Thank you.



Group discussion

• Your organisation(s): user
segmentation in use? (which
groups, how do you define them)

• Dissemination policy and products: 
How do you treat different user
groups?



Discussion point 1.

Taking your own organization and it’s 

dissemination as a starting point identify the 3 

biggest challenges your see in the future. The 

challenges can be political, financial, technical, 

organizational or any other challenge that you 

see. A challenge experienced by some is the 

problems regarding decentralized <> 

centralized updating of data on the internet.      

•You may use the SWOT analysis method to 

describe the biggest challenge.


